
  YOUR GUIDE TO PHOENIX SESSIONS – 19 April 2021 
 

Membership includes UNLIMITED CLASSES for your level and UNLIMITED access for your own training. 
 

All classes for your level are included in your membership (*24 Hour Access Available - Conditions Apply) 
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FITNESS CLASSES – GRUNT FIT EXPRESS. Simple, effective, and practical fitness training. You do not have to do any martial art training to join our great fitness programs. Join in with our 

great community of hard-working team that enjoy fitness training as part of their life. No gimmicks, no instafamous posers, no ‘douche-bags’ hogging mirrors. Classes are a mix of cardio, strength 

with simple easy to do exercises that you can adapt for your load and intensity. Satisfaction guaranteed every class. Every workout will build a fitter, faster and stronger you. Fantastic variety, never 

ending programs and formats to ensure you keep enjoying the training.  Grunt Fit Express classes are suitable for Beginners and anyone that wants a simple workout that is fun and works. The bulk 

of our classes are normal people, over 35’s, parents and people who finish work early enough to get a good hit out before going home.   

GRUNT FIT TABATA/CIRCUIT. Classic, simple, effective. ‘Tabata Tuesday’ and ‘Circuit Thursday’ will get your heart pumping and ensure you have a great workout combining a full body 

strength and cardio smash.  

WAKE UP WORKOUT. Grunt Fit to get your day started. These sessions are a fantastic hit out that are designed to kick start your day with a hard workout. Always different and always 

challenging. Bring your gloves to smash the bag, your muscles to move things and your smile to energize you.  

GRUNT FIT INTENSE – Intense and challenging workouts that balance heart rate spikes with strength endurance. Unique formats that suit 

MUAYTHAI (Kickboxing) – SKILL & FITNESS CLASSES. Suitable for NEW MEMBERS. These classes are instructional, challenging and you will develop a great foundation in a few 

months and then you will be constantly challenged and developed. These are mixed level classes with something for everyone. Classes include skill and fitness training with a perfect balance 

between learning, development, and challenges. In these sessions you will practice both the offensive and defensive aspects of Muaythai. Classes include technique practice, partner work, shield 

work, bag work and general free body fitness drills. These classes are safe and fun, well-structured, and disciplined. There is NO sparring but there are realistic partner drills.   

BOXING – SKILL & FITNESS CLASSES. Suitable for NEW MEMBERS and beginners. Classes include skill and fitness training at all Boxing basics including offensive and defensive skills. 

Beginner classes are safe and fun, well-structured, and disciplined. Classes include technique practice, partner work, bag work and general free body fitness drills. There is NO sparring but there 

are realistic partner drills to learn to develop your ability to spar.  

MIXED LEVEL MUAYTHAI + BOXING. Suitable for ALL LEVELS. Suitable for Beginners, graded students and anyone that wants to do a skill and fitness training at solid pace. Solid basics 

are practiced and developed, combined, and then utilised with partner work, shield work and great fitness mixed in to give you a skill and fitness class at a faster pace than Beginner only training.  

MUAYTHAI INTENSE CLASSES. TTFU+ classes. These classes include Thai pad work, bag work, sport (& life) specific fitness. You will learn to hit and hold Thai pads, focus mitts, and do 

drills and free pad work based on your level. These classes include skill training, bag work and constant stress release, output and learning to hit as hard and fast as you can for maximum effectiveness 

and fun. The reward is in the satisfaction, outlet, and the constant improvement you will make. This is very sport specific fitness but will translate into a ‘Fitter, Faster, Stronger & Tougher’ YOU.  

MUAYTHAI & BOXING GRADED CLASSES. To participate in these classes, you must be graded in the system. You may be invited to a graded class early if you are ready or have previous 

experience.  We follow a proven curriculum that allows progression based on ability, attitude, and attendance. These classes are always more intense, more exciting, and constantly develop your 

skills and fitness. To learn more about grading – ask a coach, read the information booklets and grading posters located in the gym. You do not grade yourself; you earn it. There is no timeframe 

on grading or class progression. That is up to your efforts.  SPARRING – Sparring specific classes are for Muaythai and Boxing. You must be graded or invited to do these classes.  
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